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Abstract. The Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural
style has seen substantial growth and adoption for the design of modern
Resource-Oriented Architectures. However, the impact of fundamental
constraints such as stateful resources, stateless interactions, and the uni-
form interface have had only limited uptake and impact in the Business
Process Modeling (BPM) community in general, and in the standardiza-
tion activities revolving around the BPMN notation. In this paper we
propose a simple and minimal extension of the BPMN 2.0 notation to
provide first-class support for the concept of resource. We show several
examples of how the extended notation can be used to externalize the
state of a process as a resource, as well as to describe process-driven
composition of resources.

1 Introduction

Whereas the BPMN notation has been originally developed for modeling com-
plex message-based interactions between process-backed services [3], in the last
few years a novel abstraction has emerged (the resource [5]) which changes some
of the assumptions and gives new constraints for the design of service oriented
architectures [21]. Since business process modeling is one of the foundations for
service reuse and composition [9], it becomes important to study how model-
ing techniques and notations developed for message-based service choreography
and orchestration can also be applied to resource-based (or RESTful [16]) Web
services.

In this paper, we take a look at the general problem of how to combine
Business Process Modeling (BPM) with the REpresentational State Transfer
(REST [5]) architectural style within the specific context of the BPMN nota-
tion [11]. The goal is to study how well the basic modeling concepts and con-
structs of the BPMN notation fit with the resource abstraction and to propose
a lightweight, minimalistic and simple extension to fill the current gap between
BPMN and REST. The proposed extension aims at reusing the existing graphi-
cal elements of BPMN as much as possible in order to avoid to further increase
its visual complexity [10]. With it, it becomes possible to model so-called REST-
ful business processes, which can be both used to orchestrate and compose a set
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of distributed and independent resources, as well as to give a high level represen-
tation of the behaviour of stateful resources [12]. Whereas some BPMN engines1

are starting to feature experimental support for REST, with an HTTP-based
API to deploy, manage and execute processes, current solutions are still exper-
imental and incomplete. Thanks to our approach, modelers can use BPMN for
REST to give an explicit representation of the resources involved in the business
process at design-time and precisely control which process elements should be
published through a RESTful Web service API at run-time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some back-
ground on REST and discuss why BPMN as-is should be extended to natively
support RESTful Web services. In Section 3 we give an informal definition of
the proposed extensions to the BPMN, while in Section 4 we show how these
extensions can be used to model three non-trivial RESTful business processes.
Related work is cited in Section 5, before we draw some conclusions in Section
6 and outline some future work in Section 7.

2 Background and Motivation

The REST architectural style [4] was introduced to give a principled design of
the architecture of the World Wide Web and to explain its quality attributes
(loose coupling, scalability, resilience to long-term change, intrinsic interoper-
ability). Whereas most of these quality attributes are also shared by service-
oriented architectures, it is under debate whether the corresponding message-
based, publish-subcribe technologies are fully capable of enabling them [18].
In the past few years, REST (or more precisely its underlying HTTP proto-
col [1,19]) was rediscovered and proposed as an alternative way to approach the
design of such service-oriented architectures, which – according to some – could
be renamed as resource-oriented architectures [16].

More in detail, a RESTful Web service publishes to its clients a number of
resources, which are globally addressable by means of URIs. Clients employ a
stateless communication protocol to access the uniform interface associated with
each resource. The uniform interface defines a standard and common set of verbs
(or methods) which can be performed on a resource. Resources are dynamically
discovered by means of decentralized referral and can have multiple representa-
tions, which can be negotiated by clients. These three basic constraints (resource
identification, uniform interface and multiple representations) are usually visu-
alized as the “REST triangle”, which we use (Figure 1) as an inspiration for the
resource icon used in the BPMN for REST extension.

Due to the emphasis placed on the reliable transfer of state between clients and
resources, RESTful services significantly differs from the basic service abstrac-
tion supported by WS-* [6,20]. For example, the WS-Resource Framework [7])
provides an additional layer of complexity by extending the SOAP protocol to
build stateful services. While it borrows the notion of resources from REST, it

1 http://www.activiti.org/userguide/index.html#N12156

http://www.activiti.org/userguide/index.html#N12156
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Fig. 1. The REST triangle and the Resource symbol

fails to provide a simple solution for the corresponding notions of uniform inter-
face and global addressability of resources. Thus, it is still remains a challenge
to completely wrap the resource abstraction within a traditional service-based
interface [15,14]. As a consequence, there is some mismatch between the REST
architectural style (originally developed for the design of distributed and de-
centralized hypermedia systems) and SOA technologies (such as BPEL/BPMN)
addressing the needs for describing distributed systems built out of the integra-
tion and reuse of interoperable services.

In this paper we are concerned with one particular mismatch, which concerns
the reuse of services by means of process-based composition, orchestration and
choreography. This was originally achieved with the BPEL standard [13] and
today with the latest version of the BPMN standard. These languages and the
corresponding notations make a strong assumption about the set of composition
techniques [2] that are available to compose services. For example, the languages
provide specific constructs for message-based interaction (e.g., send/receive mes-
sage icons which can be associated with tasks and events, as well as message-flow
edges which literally visualize the communication between different processes).
Whereas it is possible to attempt to mimick the synchronous client/server in-
teractions of the HTTP protocol using the same elements of the notation (Fig-
ure 2 a) — after all SOAP originally proposed as a transport-independent enve-
lope format that can wrap arbitrary content in XML so that it can be sent in
terms of messages over any kind of transport protocol [17] — we believe that a
more abstract and expressive notation is needed to represent at a higher level
of abstraction the semantics of such interactions (Figure 2 b). Following the
spirit of BPMN, the challenge consists of hiding such low-level communication
details of the HTTP protocol, which are the concern of technical people. On the
contrary, the goal is to let the business process modeler focus on capturing the
more fundamental RESTful interactions at a higher level of abstraction without
having to specify them as exchanges of HTTP request/response messages.

In particular, it should be possible to use a BPMN model to answer the
following modeling questions:
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TaskTask R

GET

(a) BPMN 2.0 (b) BPMN for REST

Fig. 2. Modeling a task which performs a read-only GET request on a resource using
BPMN (a) and BPMN for REST (b)

– Which are the resources that a process depends upon for a successful execu-
tion?

– Which are the resources that are affected by the execution of a process?
– Can we reason about the behavior of stateful resources using a process

model?
– Which are the tasks of a process that have been made accessible to clients

as a resource?
– Which are the possible requests that can be sent to a resource whose behavior

is specified by a process?

The goal of this paper is to start a discussion on a possible minimal extension
to BPMN to be able to answer these and other similar questions. We will use
several examples in Section 4 to show that there is indeed a benefit of directly
and natively including in a BPMN model information suitable to answer these
modeling questions.

3 Notation

The BPMN for REST extension augments a small number of BPMN stencils with
the resource icon (Figure 3 a). The goal is to keep the extension as minimal and
lightweight as possible in order to avoid adding too many new graphical symbols
to an already complex notation. In order to avoid confusing the resource icon
shape with the existing signal shape, which also uses a triangle, the orientation

RR Task

R

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. The resource icon (a) applied to tasks published as a resource (b) and the
new resource request event (c) which should be distinguished from the standard signal
event (d)
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Fig. 4. Interaction with external resources

of the triangle used for the resource icon has been reversed (compare Figure 3 c
vs. d).

In this section we describe the notation for modeling the interaction between
processes and external resources (i.e., resource orchestration). Additionally, we
also show two different ways for processes to publish resources and handle re-
quests directed to their resources.

3.1 Modeling External Resources

Resources whose lifecycle is independent of a specific processe instance (e.g., a
remote RESTful Web service API) are represented using the data store symbol
refined with the resource icon (Figure 4). The intention is to depict an external
place where processes can read or write persistent data, with the additional
constraint that this place is a resource: the data store is addressed with a unique
identifier (a URI which is not shown in the diagram, but kept as a property
attribute of the shape) and it is accessed using the uniform interface (which
is more expressive than basic read/write operations as in the current BPMN
standard).

To specify the kind of interactions of tasks with such external resources we
suggest to use the message flow edges (since the intention is to model information
flowing across organizational boundaries) and to annotate the edges with the
actual verb to be invoked on the resource’s uniform interface. This way a precise
model of the interaction can be visualized. In particular, the direction of the
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(a) Process published as a resource (b) Task published as a resource
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(c) Sub-process published as a resource

Fig. 5. Publishing processes, tasks and sub-processes as resources

message flow edge reflects the information flow associated with the method2.
GET requests fetch information from the resource into the task consuming it;
PUT requests are symmetric since they allow tasks to update the state of a
resource, thus the information flows from the task into the external resource;
POST requests enable bi-directional information flow (thus the double message
flow edges). DELETE requests do not model any message flow, thus the edge
head shape has been slightly modified to visualize the “destructive” effect on
the resource targeted by the request.

3.2 Publishing Process Elements as Resources

Publishing process elements as resources entails defining a mapping between the
resource abstraction and some BPMN constructs so that modelers can declara-
tively specify which process elements should be published as a resource. To do
so, we propose to visually tag with the resource icon the processes, tasks, or
sub-processes which should correspond to a resource (Figure 5). The lifecycle of
such resource, as opposed to an external resource, will be implicitly entangled
with the lifecycle of the process instance.

2 Whereas in the notation examples used throughout the paper we chose to include
specific HTTP methods, the notation would work in a similar way for resources
having methods defined as part of a different, non-HTTP-based uniform interface.
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More specifically, processes published as a resource get their own URI (e.g.,
/{process}) and follow a predefined behavior when handling requests through
the resource uniform interface. Processes which are not published as a resource
use an implementation-specific mechanism for their execution, which may or not
involve the use of a RESTful Web service interface. The /{process} resource
acts as a “resource factory” [1] as it allows clients to initiate the execution of
new process instances by sending POST requests to it. Following the POST-
REDIRECT-GET pattern3, the client will receive an identifier of the newly
started process instance (e.g., (POST /{process}; 302 Redirect, Location:
/{process}/{instance})) and the execution of the process will continue in the
background. The clients may then use such identifier to safely retrieve (with
GET /{process}/{instance}) the result of the process once it completes its
execution. Process instances may still be created using the other mechanisms
(message events, receive tasks, event-based gateways) foreseen by BPMN. Also in
this case process instances get their own URI, which however has to be discovered
by clients through a channel which should be independent of the instantiation
mechanism (e.g., by asking the process engine to enumerate the URIs associated
with the process instances of a certain user).

At any time, clients can also use the process instance resource identifier to
retrieve a global view over a running process instance by GETting its repre-
sentation, which – depending on the chosen media type – may contain links to
the individual tasks which have been published as a resource. A client may be
interested in only listing all active tasks of a process instance, as opposed to
retrieving links to all tasks and then having to poll each task to determine its
state. By default task URIs can be automatically generated by concatenating the
process instance resource idenfier with the name of the task BPMN element (i.e.,
(/{process}/{instance}/{task}). It may be possible to override such default
naming convention with a manually defined URI associated with the task. As
shown in [8], a more complex URI template would be necessary to distinguish
multi-instance tasks (in case those are published as resources). Concerning tasks
which are found within loops, the URI would point to the most recent state of
the loop, i.e., so that clients can bookmark and retrieve a representation of the
state associated with the task most recent iteration.

Once a task URI has been retrieved, a client may perform a GET request
on it to read task-specific information (e.g., its state, its input/output param-
eter values). Clients may also perform a PUT request to change the state of
a task (i.e., to indicate that its execution has completed) and set the value of
its output parameters. Clients are not allowed either to POST or DELETE in-
dividual task resources. Once all tasks have completed their execution, their
final state remains associated with the corresponding resources until a DELETE
/{process}/{instance} request is performed. Only then, all information asso-
ciated with all tasks of a process instance is removed.

3 This could also be implemented using the 201 Created status code, which however is
not yet fully supported by Web browsers, which will not continue the navigation to
the URI found in the Location header unless the 302 Redirect code is used instead.
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As shown in Figure 5 (c), it is also possible to associate resources with subpro-
cesses. The idea is that these resources become visible to clients only during the
execution of the sub-process. Once the execution leaves the sub-process block,
then the resources are not longer visible. Clients may perform GET requests on
the corresponding identifier (/{process}/{instance}/{sub-process}) to re-
trieve the state of the resource associated with the sub-process. PUT requests can
also be allowed so that information from clients can flow into the sub-process and
affect the behaviour of the tasks found within. In general, POST and DELETE
are not allowed. In fact, DELETE requests could be used to allow clients to trig-
ger the cancellation of the sub-process block (assuming that the corresponding
cancellation handlers have been attached to the sub-process block).

Whereas the details of how to map processes/tasks to resources can be fur-
ther refined, the main goal is to abstract the complexity of the interactions here
described and very simply depict the difference between private tasks of the pro-
cess model from tasks that become accessible from clients through a predefined
RESTful Web service interface.

onPOSTonGET onDEL

R

POST

GET DELETE

Fig. 6. Handling different request methods (e.g., GET, POST, DELETE) with the
resource request event. Methods which are not explicitly modeled (e.g., PUT) will
result in a 205 method not allowed response status code.

3.3 Modeling Internal Resources: The Resource Request Event

For a more detailed and fine-grained model of how processes can be used to
specify what happens inside resources, we propose to introduce a new kind of
top-level event (Figure 6). This event is triggered whenever a client performs a
request on the corresponding resource. The event can discriminate the different
verbs associated with the request so that different tasks of the process can be
activated depending on whether a GET or a POST request was received by the
resource. Graphically, we associate the verbs with the control flow edges outgoing
from the event. For simplicity and consistency the resource request event reuses
the same resource icon as before.

The execution semantics of the resource request event is analogous to existing
BPMN events. A process may accept a request sent to a resource even if the
execution path triggered by previous requests has not yet completed. Multiple
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execution of the tasks associated with the resource request event can be serialized
for POST, PUT, DELETE requests, while read-only safe GET requests may be
executed concurrently for optimization purposes. It is important that the tasks
associated with the request handling paths of a request event conform to the
safety and idempotency properties of the corresponding methods.

4 Examples

4.1 Local Search Mashup

The local search mashup process models how information from an external
RESTful API can be processed in order to be visualized on a map widget. The
process contains three tasks: 1) retrieve the search results with a GET request
on an external resource representing, e.g., the Google Search API; 2) process the
results (Geocode) so that they can be converted to a format which is suitable
for plotting them on a map; 3) generate an HTML page with the map and the
results.

The two versions of the process shown in Figure 7 differ in terms of how
they model how the result of the process is made available to its clients. Version
(a) makes explicit use of an external resource to store (with a PUT request)
the results of the mashup. The lifecycle of the resource is completely decou-
pled from the one of the process using it to store its results, meaning that the

Google
Search

Google
Search

Map Map

Geocode

Local Search Mashup Local Search Mashup

Geocode

R

R R

PUT

GET GET

R /mashup

(a) Result published to external resource (b) Process published as a resource

Fig. 7. Local Search Mashup example
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BPMN engine can use its own mechanism to start the process and manage
its state. Once the state of the process instance is cleaned up, the external re-
source carrying its results is still available. Conversely, in Version (b) the mashup
process model is published as a resource. Therefore clients can retrieve (GET
/mashup/{instance}) at any time its execution state, as this is associated with
the corresponding process instance resource. Once the execution reaches the fi-
nal Map task, the state of the process resource will also include the output of
this task, which thus can be retrieved by clients (even if the task is not explicitly
published as a resource). Once clients DELETE the process instance resource,
the output of the mashup will no longer be available.

4.2 Loan Approval

We use the classical loan approval process to illustrate how a business process
model can make use of the proposed notation to publish some of its tasks as
a resource and to interact with external resources. The process as a whole is
published as a resource, which is identified by the /loan URI. Two of its tasks
(called choose and approve, marked with the resource symbol in Figure 8) are
published as resources. The other tasks are not visible from clients but carry
out important back-end activities, such as checking the validity of incoming loan
applications, contacting different banks for the latest rates as well as confirming
the loan, if an offer has been chosen by the customer and approved by manage-
ment. Both the retrieval and the confirmation tasks are backed up by an external
resource which belongs to the Bank Web Services swimlane.

The notation helps to distinguish that the first interaction (getting the cur-
rent rate) is a single read-only GET request, while the final confirmation is an
idempotent PUT request. The notation could be further refined to indicate that

Check

L
o
a
n

A
p
p
ro

v
a
l

Customer Loan Application Client

Manager Loan Application Client

/loan

/loan/X/choose /loan/X/approve

Bank Web Services

GetRate Choose Approve Confirm

R

R

R R

R

GET PUT

Fig. 8. The Loan approval process example
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the confirmation URI was dynamically discovered by the loan approval process,
as it could have been provided by the Bank Web Service as a hyperlink found
in the response to the GET rate request.

The interaction between the choose and approve tasks with the correspond-
ing clients happens through several request-response rounds as described in the
semantics of the “task published as a resource” extension. The pair of edges
going from the task to the swimlane representing the client abstract an arbi-
trary number of requests to the task resource (i.e., GET the current state of
the task, or PUT the task in another state) which can happen during the entire
lifecycle of the whole process. Such interactions may be allowed or disallowed
depending on the current state of the tasks (e.g., once a task has been PUT into
a completed state, further state changes will be restricted). This should explain
why the shape of the edges is different than the “message flow” edges chosen to
represent a single request-response interaction with an external resource.

4.3 RESTBucks

The RESTBucks example is adapted from [19]. It was one of the original case
studies advocating the practical usage of REST and hypermedia to guide clients
in discovering and following complex distributed workflows. As shown in Fig-
ure 9, the BPMN for REST extensions are also suitable to visualize the interac-
tion between a customer and the RESTBucks order management process.

Clients can download a menu (with GET), choose a flavour of coffee (local
decision task) and follow a hyperlink to place an order with a POST request
to the RESTBucks process, which has been published as a resource. The newly
started process instance collects the order request and uses it to compute a price,
which is passed to the payment task. The customer can retrieve the price to be
paid with a GET request on the payment task, since this has been published
as a resource. The response also contains the form to be filled out with the
payment details, which can then be submitted with a PUT request also to the
same Payment task. Once the PUT request reaches the payment task, its exe-
cution completes and the payment information can be validated. If the payment
validation is successful, a receipt is produced and stored in the corresponding
resource. The client can track the status of the order by GETting the corre-
sponding process instance resource at any time, eventually this status will also
contain a link to the receipt resource, which can also be retrieved by the client.
Since it is modeled as an external resource, the payment resource will remain
available even if the process instance is deleted.

The model of the RESTBucks process also includes the ability to handle
updates to the order once it has been created. These can be submitted by clients
using a PUT request on the order process instance resource. Such requests will
trigger the recalculation of the price by making use of the new resource request
event. However, once the payment is received, it is no longer possible to change
the order, as modeled with the event sub-process handling the PUT request
(which will exit as soon as the Payment task completes).
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Fig. 9. The RESTBucks order management process example

5 Related Work

This paper shares a similar motivation with our previous work on the BPEL
for REST [14] extensions. The concept of using the BPEL language to control
the state of resources was first proposed in R-BPEL [12]. The idea of a RESTful
Web service API to access the state of workflow instances has been also described
in [22], where similar predefined interaction patterns to instantiate new processes
where described. A similar idea has been followed in the implementation of the
HTTP API of the Activiti BPMN engine.
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6 Conclusion

This paper informally sketches the graphical syntax and extended semantics
of an proposal for applying the BPMN notation to model RESTful business
processes. The goal is to give a precise, expressive yet simple representation of
processes which interact with external resources (such as RESTful Web services
APIs), and to specify with various degrees of refinement which elements of a
process model (tasks, sub-processes or even entire processes) can be published
as a resource. Whereas the extensions have a minimal impact on the complexity
of the visual syntax of the standard notation, they can already be useful to
express several non-trivial RESTful business process model examples.

7 Future Work

Further research is needed to refine the extension to support more dynamic as-
pects of RESTful business processes, which include features such as: late binding
of tasks to dynamically discovered resource identifiers, content-type negotiation
and generalized support for hypermedia protocol design. More in detail, we are
working on defining the specific meta-model elements associated with the pro-
posed notational elements and have started to look into the problem of how to
verify that tasks associated with request events can satisfy the safety and idem-
potency properties of the corresponding methods. We particularly welcome the
feedback from the community concerning the specific advantages or disadvan-
tages of using the proposed notation extension in order to set up a more detailed
usability and usefulness analysis.
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